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Abstract We investigate the expressiveness of backward jumps in a frame work of
formalized sequential programming called program algebra and characterize estab-
lished non-uniform complexity classes in terms of instruction sequences, backward
jumps and auxiliary registers.
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1 Introduction
We take the view that sequential programs are in essence instruction sequences which
leads to an algebraic approach to the formal description of the semantics of program-
ming languages also known as program algebra. It is a framework that permits alge-
braic reasoning about programs and has been investigated in various settings (see e.g.
[4, 9–11, 22]). Here the notion of program algebra refers to the concept introduced in
[4] where the behaviour of a program is taken for a thread, i.e. a form of process that
is tailored to the description of the behaviour of a deterministic sequential program
under execution.
In addition to basic, test and termination instructions, program algebra considers
two sorts of unconditional jump instructions: forward and backward jumps. If only
forward jumps are permitted, then threads that perform an infinite sequence of actions
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are excluded. In other words, programs for which the execution goes on indefinitely
cannot be expressed. However, in a setting with backward jump instructions also
infinite threads can be described by a finite sequence of primitive instructions.
The aim of this paper is to give an indication of the expressiveness of backward
jumps, where expressiveness is measured in terms of the Boolean functions that can
be computed with the aid of instruction sequences. As it will turn out every Boolean
function can be computed without backward jumps. Thus, semantically we can do
without backward jumps. However, if we want to avoid an explosion of the length of
instruction sequences, then backward jumps are essential.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly recalls the program nota-
tion PGLBbt, its accompanying thread algebra and the interactions of services with
threads. Section 3 introduces a hierarchy of decision problems that can be computed
non-uniformly by instruction sequences of bounded length with restricted use of ser-
vices. Allowing or disallowing backward jumps leads to the characterization of es-
tablished complexity classes.
2 Instruction Sequences, Regular Threads and Services
In this section, we briefly recall the program notation PGLBbt and its accompanying
thread algebra. PGLB is a notation for instruction sequences and belongs to a hier-
archy of program notations in the program algebra PGA introduced in [4] (see also
[17]). PGLBbt is PGLB with the termination instruction ! refined into two Boolean
termination instructions !t, !f (see also [7]). Both PGLB and PGLBbt are close to
existing assembly languages and have relative jump instructions.
Assume A is a set of constants with typical elements a,b,c, . . . . PGLBbt(A)
instruction sequences are then of the following form (a ∈ A, l ∈ N):
I ::= a | +a | −a | #l | \#l | !t | !f | I ; I.
The first seven forms above are called primitive instructions. These are:
1. Basic instructions a,b,c, . . . prescribe actions that are considered indivisible
and executable in finite time, and return upon execution a Boolean reply value
t or f that may be used for subsequent program control.
2.–3. Test instructions obtained from basic instructions a ∈ A by prefixing them with
either + (positive test) or − (negative test) control subsequent execution via the
reply of their execution as follows. When a positive test is performed, the basic
instruction is executed and, in case t is returned, the remaining sequence of
instructions. If there are no remaining instructions, inaction occurs. In the case
that f is returned, the next instruction is skipped and execution proceeds with
the instruction following the skipped one. If no such instruction exists, inaction
occurs. Execution of a negative test is the same, except that the roles of t and
f are interchanged.
4.–5. Jump instructions #l,\#l prescribe to jump l instructions forward and back-
ward, respectively—if possible; otherwise inaction occurs. In particular, #0 and
\#0 jump to itself and inaction occurs.
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6.–7. Termination instructions !t, !f yield termination and deliver the Boolean value
t and f, respectively.
Complex instruction sequences are obtained from primitive instructions using con-
catenation: if I and J are instruction sequences, then so is
I ;J
which is the instruction sequence that lists J ’s primitive instructions right after those
of I . We denote by I S(A) the set of PGLBbt(A) instruction sequences.
Thread algebra is the behavioural semantics for PGA and was introduced in e.g.
[2, 4] under the name Polarized Process Algebra.
In the setting of PGLBbt(A), finite threads are defined inductively by:
S+ — the termination thread with positive reply,
S− — the termination thread with negative reply,
D — inaction,
T  a T ′ — the postconditional composition of T and T ′ for action a,
where T and T ′ are finite threads and a ∈ A.
The behaviour of the thread T  a  T ′ starts with the action a and continues as
T upon reply t to a, and as T ′ upon reply f. Note that finite threads always end in
S+,S− or D. We use action prefix a ◦ T as an abbreviation for T  a T and take
◦ to bind strongest.
Infinite threads are obtained by guarded recursion. A guarded recursive specifi-
cation is a set of recursion equations {Ei = Ti | i ∈ I } where each Ti is of the form
S+,S−,D or T  a  T ′ with T ,T ′ thread expressions in which variables from
{Ei | i ∈ I } may occur. A regular thread is the solution of a finite guarded recursive
specification, i.e. a guarded recursive specification with a finite number of recursive
equations.
Thread extraction on PGLBbt(A), notation |X| with X ∈ I S(A), is defined by
|X| = |1,X|
where |,| in turn is defined by the equations given in Table 1. In particular, note that
upon the execution of a positive test instruction +a, the reply t to a prescribes to
continue with the next instruction and f to skip the next instruction and to continue
with the instruction thereafter; if no such instruction is available, inaction occurs. For
the execution of a negative test instruction −a, subsequent execution is prescribed by
the complementary replies. If we add the rule
|i, u1; . . . ;uk| = D if ui is the beginning of an infinite chain of jumps
then thread extraction on PGLBbt(A) yields regular threads. Conversely, every regu-
lar thread corresponds to a PGLBbt(A) instruction sequence after thread extraction.
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Table 1 Equations for thread extraction, where X = u1; . . . ;uk , a ranges over basic instructions and
i, k, l ∈ N
|i,X| = D if i = 0 or k < i
|i,X| = a ◦ |i + 1,X| if ui = a
|i,X| = |i + 1,X|  a |i + 2,X| if ui = +a
|i,X| = |i + 2,X|  a |i + 1,X| if ui = −a
|i,X| = |i + l,X| if ui = #l
|i,X| = |i − l,X| if ui = \#l and i > l
|i,X| = D if ui = \#l and i ≤ l
|i,X| = S+ if ui = !t
|i,X| = S− if ui = !f
Example 2.1 We consider the PGLBbt(A) instruction sequence
X = a;+b;#2;#3;c; \#4;+d; !t; !f.
Thread extraction of X yields the regular thread
E0 = a ◦ E1
E1 = c ◦ E1  b (S+  d S−)



















Here [a] corresponds to action prefix and 〈a〉 to postconditional composition with a
left hand vector continuing the path in case of a positive reply and a right hand vector
in case of a negative reply.
For basic information on thread algebra we refer to [3, 17]; more advanced matters,
such as an operational semantics for thread algebra, are discussed in [5].
Services were first introduced as state machines in [8]. They are Mealy machines
[16] which support a thread in its execution—for example as memory device—and in
doing so produce replies and undergo possible changes. We let M be an arbitrary but
fixed set of methods and R = {t,f,d} be the set of reply values with d the divergent
value which is neither true nor false.
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A service S = 〈S, eff , yld, s0〉 consists of
1. A set S of states.
2. An effect function eff : M × S → S that gives for each method m and state s the
resulting state after processing m:
3. A yield function yld : M × S → R that gives for each method m and state s the
resulting reply after processing m, and
4. An initial state s0 ∈ S.
Given a service S = 〈S, eff , yld, s0〉 and a method m ∈ M:
5. The derived service of S after processing m, ∂
∂m
S, is defined by
∂
∂m
S = 〈S, eff , yld, eff (m, s0)〉.
6. The reply of S after processing m, S(m), is defined by S(m) = yld(m, s0).
When a request is made to service S to process method m then:
7. If S(m) 	= d, then the service processes m and proceeds as ∂
∂m
S, but
8. If S(m) = d, then the service rejects the request and proceeds as a service that
rejects any request to process a method.
Example 2.2 Given the set of methods M = {set:t,set:f,get}, we consider the
service B(x) of a Boolean register with initial value x ∈ R: B(x) = 〈R, eff , yld, x〉
where
eff (set:t, x) = yld(set:t, x) =
{
t if x = f, and
x otherwise
eff (set:f, x) = yld(set:f, x) =
{
f if x = t, and
x otherwise,
and eff (get, x) = yld(get, x) = x. Observe that
∂
∂set : tB(t) = B(t),
∂
∂set : tB(f) = B(t),
∂
∂set : tB(d) = B(d),
∂
∂set : fB(t) = B(f),
∂
∂set : fB(f) = B(f),
∂
∂set : fB(d) = B(d),
and ∂
∂getB(x) = B(x) for x ∈ R.
Services model part of an execution environment in which a thread may make
use of services by requesting a service to process a method and to return a reply
value at completion. We combine threads with services and extend the combination
with the two operators / (use) and ! (reply) which relate to this kind of interaction.
An axiomatization for the use and reply operator was first given in [7]. Here we will
only consider the environment in which a thread can reply to Boolean read-only input
registers using auxiliary Boolean registers. In this setting use and reply can be defined
as follows.
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Definition 2.3 Let M = {set:t,set:f,get}, A = {aux:i.m | m ∈ M, i ∈ N} ∪
{in:i.get | i ∈ N} and B, B′ ⊆ {Bi | i ∈ N} be disjoint sets of Boolean auxiliary and
input registers. For a regular thread T , (T /B)!B′ is defined inductively by
1. if T = S+, then (T /B)!B′ = t,
2. if T = S−, then (T /B)!B′ = f,
3. if T = D, then (T /B)!B′ = d,




(T1/((B − {Bi}) ∪ { ∂∂mBi}))!B′ if Bi ∈ B and Bi(m) = t
(T2/((B − {Bi}) ∪ { ∂∂mBi}))!B′ if Bi ∈ B and Bi(m) = f
d if Bi ∈ B and Bi(m) = d
(T1/B)!B′  aux:i.m  (T2/B)!B′ otherwise,




(T1/B)!B′ if Bi ∈ B′ and Bi(m) = t
(T2/B)!B′ if Bi ∈ B′ and Bi(m) = f
d otherwise.
Here we assume that methods that cannot be processed because of a shortage of
auxiliary registers remain unprocessed whereas a reply to not existing input variables
results in divergence.
Example 2.4 We continue with Example 2.2 and let Eq(1,2) be the PGLBbt(A)
instruction sequence
+in:1.get;#2;#4;+in:2.get; !t; !f;−in:2.get; \#3; \#3
which intuitively describes a thread that compares 2 input registers and returns the
reply t if their values are not divergent and equal, f if their values are not divergent
but different, and d otherwise. Indeed, formalizing this interaction in the setting of
services and threads we put B = {B1(b1),B2(b2)} and compute
(|Eq(1,2)|/∅)!B




((S+  in:2.get S−)/∅)!B if b1 = t,
((S−  in:2.get S+)/∅)!B if b1 = f, and




t if b1 = b2 	= d,
f if d 	= b1 	= b2 	= d, and
d if b1 = d or b2 = d.
The use of auxiliary registers can be illustrated as follows. We let
Eq(1,2,3) = +in:1.get;#2;#4;−in:2.get; !f;#4;
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+ in:2.get; \#3;aux:0.set:f; I
I = +in:3.get;#2;#4;+aux:0.get; !t; !f;−aux:0.get; \#3; \#3
be the lazy equality test of 3 registers which stores an intermediate result in the aux-
iliary register B0(t). Assuming B = {B1(b1),B2(b2),B3(b3)} we have
(|Eq(1,2,3)|/{B0(t)})!B
= (((|I |  in:2.get S−)  in:1.get




((|I |  in:2.get S−)/{B0(t)})!B if b1 = t,
((S−  in:2.get (aux:0.set:f ◦ |I |))/{B0(t)})!B if b1 = f,




(|I |/{B0(t)})!B if b1 = t= b2,
((aux:0.set:f ◦ |I |/{B0(t)})!B if b1 = f= b2,
f if d 	= b1 	= b2 	= d,




(|I |/{B0(t)})!B if b1 = t= b2,
(|I |/{B0(f)})B if b1 = f= b2,
f if d 	= b1 	= b2 	= d,





t if b1 = b2 = b3 	= d,
d if b1 = d or b2 = d or b1 = b2 	= d= b3,
f otherwise.
Equality tests for 3 registers can be written in several ways: e.g. without backward
jumps by replacing the jump \#3 by !f. Also the use of an auxiliary register can be
omitted. We shall come back to this issue in Proposition 3.2.
For more information about services we refer to [7, 8, 17].
3 Backward Jumps
Backward jumps \#l (l ∈ N) are of obvious importance for constructing instruction
sequences with loops. Now one may ask how vital are backward jumps? Consider
+aux:1.get;#2;#3;aux:1.set:f; \#4;aux:1.set:t; \#2
a PGLBbt(A) instruction sequence which prescribes the repeated swap of a register
content. Clearly no X ∈ I S(A) without backward jumps can produce a thread with
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an unbounded number of successive swaps. Thus backward jumps add to the expres-
siveness of PGLBbt(A).
In the field of computational complexity theory one classifies decidable decision
problems according to their inherent difficulty. A decision problem can be viewed as
an infinite collection of instances each of which can be answered by either yes or no.
It is conventional to represent the instances by binary strings. We adopt B = {t,f} as
the preferred binary alphabet and associate with each decision problem D a function
FD : B∗ −→ B deciding D uniformly. Every decision problem D on B∗ has a non-
uniform variant consisting of the sequence (FDk )k∈N of restrictions of FD to Bk (see
also [14]). In this section, we study the complexity of computing decision problems
non-uniformly.
In the sequel, we denote by I S lf (A) the set of loop-free PGLBbt(A) instruction
sequences, i.e. the set of PGLBbt(A) instruction sequences without backward jumps.
Moreover, we write length(I ) for the number of primitive instructions of I ∈ I S(A).
Definition 3.1 Let F : Bk −→ B be a k-ary function on the Booleans B. I ∈ I S(A)










in:i.B(bi) = F(b1, . . . , bk).
Here we let {in:i.B(bi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ k} and {aux:i.B(t) | 1 ≤ i ≤ l} be two disjoint
sets of Boolean registers and put
⊕k
i=1 in:i.B(bi) = {in:i.B(bi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ k} and⊕l
i=1 aux:i.B(t) = {aux:i.B(t) | 1 ≤ i ≤ l}. Moreover, we say that I computes F
if I computes F using l auxiliary registers for some l ∈ N, and I computes F without
the use of auxiliary registers if l = 0.
Threads obtained from loop-free instruction sequences which reply to Boolean
registers without the use of auxiliary registers are binary decision diagrams or
branching programs [21]. They can represent every Boolean function.
Proposition 3.2 Let F : Bk −→ B be a k-ary function on the Booleans B. Then F
can be computed by an I ∈ I S lf (A) with length 3×2k −2 without the use of auxiliary
registers.
Proof By induction on k, we construct an instruction sequence IF ∈ I S lf (A) that
computes F . If k = 0, then F() is either t or f. Thus we can take for IF either !t or
!f. Let F be k + 1-ary and consider the functions Gb(b1, . . . , bk) = F(b1, . . . , bk, b)
with b ∈ {t,f}. By the induction hypothesis Gb can be computed by some IGb ∈
I S lf (A) with length 3 × 2k − 2 without the use of auxiliary registers. Then for IF =








i=1 in:i.B(bi) if bk+1 = t,
(|IGf |/∅)!
⊕k
i=1 in:i.B(bi) if bk+1 = f.
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Thus IF computes F without the use of auxiliary registers or backward jumps and
has length 2 + 2 × (3 × 2k − 2) = 3 × 2k+1 − 2. 
Thus backward jumps are not necessary for the computation of Boolean func-
tions. However, they can make a contribution to the expressiveness of PGLBbt(A) by
allowing shorter instruction sequences for computing a given decision problem.
Definition 3.3 For F : B∗ −→ B, we denote by Fk (k ∈ N) the restriction of F to Bk
and distinguish the following classes of decision problems.
1. ISlf ,nP = {F : B∗ −→ B | there exists a polynomial function h : N → N such that
for all k ∈ N, Fk can be computed with n auxiliary
registers by an I ∈ I S lf (A) with length(I ) ≤ h(k)}
2. ISlfP = {F : B∗ −→ B | there exists a polynomial function h : N → N such that
for all k ∈ N, Fk can be computed by an I ∈ I S lf (A) with
length(I ) ≤ h(k)}
3. ISnP = {F : B∗ −→ B | there exists a polynomial function h : N → N such that
for all k ∈ N, Fk can be computed with n auxiliary
registers by an I ∈ I S(A) with length(I ) ≤ h(k)}
4. ISP = {F : B∗ −→ B | there exists a polynomial function h : N → N such that
for all k ∈ N, Fk can be computed by an I ∈ I S(A) with
length(I ) ≤ h(k)}
Similarly, we define the classes ISlf ,nE (n ∈ N), ISlfE and ISE where h : N → N is
now defined by h(k) = c × 2k for some c ∈ N.
From Proposition 3.2 it follows that this hierarchy of complexity classes collapses
at the high end.
Proposition 3.4
ISlf ,0P ⊆ · · · ⊆ ISlf ,nP ⊆ · · · ⊆ ISlfP
IS0P ⊆ · · · ⊆ ISnP ⊆ · · ·
}
⊆ ISP ⊆ ISlf ,0E = · · · = ISlf ,nE = · · · = ISlfE = ISE.
P/poly is the complexity class of decision problems decided in polynomial time
by non-uniform deterministic Turing machines with a polynomial-bounded advice
function. It is also equivalently defined as the class PSIZE of problems that have
polynomial-size Boolean circuits (see e.g. [15, 20]).
Theorem 3.5 ISlfP = P/poly
Proof This proof is an adaptation of the proofs of Theorems 5 and 6 given in [6] to
our setting. We shall prove the inclusion ⊆ using the definition of P/poly in terms of
Turing machines that take advice, and the inclusion ⊇ using the definition in terms
of Boolean circuits.
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⊆: Suppose that F ∈ ISlfP . Then, for all k ∈ N, there exists an Ik ∈ I S lf (A) that
computes Fk with length(Ik) polynomial in k. Then F can be computed by a Tur-
ing machine that, on input of size k, takes a binary description of Ik as advice
and then just simulates the execution of Ik . It is easy to see that under the as-
sumption that instructions of the form in:i.m,+in:i.m,−in:i.m with i > k, and
aux:i.m,+aux:i.m,−aux:i.m, and #i with i > length(Ik) do not occur in Ik , the
size of the description of Ik and the number of steps that it takes to simulate its ex-
ecution are both polynomial in k. It is obvious that we can make the assumption
without loss of generality. Hence, F is also in P/poly.
⊇: We first show that a function F : Bk → B that is induced by a Boolean circuit C
consisting of NOT, AND and OR gates can be computed by an IC ∈ I S lf (A). More
precisely, assuming that {g1, . . . , gn} (n ∈ N) is a topological ordering of the gates
with output node gn, we prove by induction on n that we may assume that IC is of
the form I ;+aux:n.get; !t; !f for some I ∈ I S lf (A) with length(I ) ≤ 4 × n.
If n = 1, then depending on the form of the single gate either
I¬ = +in:i.get;aux:1.set:f;+aux:1.get; !t; !f,
I∧ = −in:i.get;#2;−in:j.get;aux:1.set:f;+aux:1.get; !t; !f, or
I∨ = +in:i.get;#3;−in:j.get;aux:1.set:f;+aux:1.get; !t; !f
with properly chosen i, j comply. For the induction step we again have to distinguish
three cases. We here consider only the case that gn is an AND gate. Suppose that
the input of gn are the output gates gl and gm of the subcircuits C′ and C′′. By
the induction hypothesis we may assume that the functions induced by C′ and C′′
can be computed by the I S lf (A) instruction sequences IC′ = I ′;+aux:l.get; !t; !f
and IC′′ = I ′′;+aux:m.get; !t; !f with length(IC′) ≤ 4 × |C′| and length(IC′′) ≤
4 × |C′′| where the sizes |C′| and |C′′| are the number of gates in the respective
subcircuits. Then
IC = I ′; I ′′;−aux:l.get;#2;−aux:m.get;aux:n.set:f;+aux:n.get; !t; !f
computes F and length(I ) = length(I ′) + length(I ′′) + 4 ≤ 4 × |C′| + 4 × |C′′| +
4 ≤ 4 × n. If one input is an input node, a shorter instruction sequence suffices, e.g.
I ′;−in:j.get;#2;−aux:il .get;aux:in.set:f;+aux:in.get; !t; !f.
Now suppose that F ∈ P/poly. Then, for all k ∈ N, there exists a Boolean circuit
Ck such that Ck computes Fk and the size of Ck is polynomial in k. From the above
and the fact that linear in the size of Ck implies polynomial in k, it follows that F is
also in ISlfP . 
In the remainder of this section we shall consider the separation of the remaining
complexity classes. The following results were suggested by an anonymous reviewer
of earlier versions of this paper.
Proposition 3.6 The hierarchy also collapses at the low end, i.e. for all n,m ∈ N,
ISlf ,nP = ISmP .
Proof We shall first prove (1) ISm+1P ⊆ ISmP and (2) IS0P ⊆ ISlf ,0P .
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(1) Let F ∈ ISm+1P . Without loss of generality we may assume that I comput-
ing Fk uses the auxiliary registers B1, . . . ,Bm+1. Suppose I = u1; · · · ;un with
n ≤ h(k). We then simulate I by I ′ = ψt(u1); · · · ;ψt(un);ψf(u1); · · · ;ψf(un)
where ψb(u1); · · · ;ψb(un) corresponds to an execution of I with register Bm+1




#1 if u ∈ {aux:m+1.set:t,+aux:m+1.set:t,aux:m+1.get,
+aux:m+1.get},
#2 if u ∈ {−aux:m+1.set:t,−aux:m+1.get},






#1 if u ∈ {aux:m+1.set:f,
−aux:m+1.set:f,aux:m+1.get,−aux:m+1.get},
#2 if u ∈ {+aux:m+1.set:f,+aux:m+1.get},
\#n if u ∈ {aux:m+1.set:t,+aux:m+1.set:t,
−aux:m+1.set:t}, and
u otherwise.
Then I ′ computes Fk without the use of register Bm+1 and length(I′) ≤ 2 × h(k).
Hence ISm+1P ⊆ ISmP .
(2) Let F ∈ IS0P . Without loss of generality we may assume that aux:i.m,+aux:
i.m,−aux:i.m do not occur in I computing Fk . Observe that since input registers
are read-only their Boolean reply is constant. It follows that since an execution of I
terminates it will not visit an instruction twice. Thus every execution of I terminates
in at most length(I ) steps. We can therefore replace backward jumps by forward
jumps as follows. Suppose I = u1; · · · ;un with n ≤ h(k) and put





#n − l if u ≡ \#l,
u otherwise.
Then I ′ computes Fk without the use of backward jumps and length(I′) ≤ (h(k))2.
Hence IS0P ⊆ ISlf ,0P .
From (1) and (2) in now follows that ISmP ⊆ IS0P ⊆ ISlf ,0P ⊆ ISlf ,nP . Also ISlf ,nP ⊆
ISnP ⊆ IS0P ⊆ ISmP . Thus ISlf ,nP = ISmP . 
L/poly is the complexity class of decision problems computable in logarithmic
space by non-uniform deterministic Turing machines with a polynomial-bounded ad-
vice function. L/poly can also be characterized in terms of polynomial size branching
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programs (see e.g. [12, 18, 19]). Since threads obtained from loop-free instruction
sequences which reply to Boolean read-only registers without the use of auxiliary
registers are branching programs, we have
Corollary 3.7 ISlf ,0P = ISlfP ⇔ L/poly = P/poly
PSPACE/poly is the complexity class of decision problems computable in polyno-
mial space by non-uniform deterministic Turing machines with the help of an advice
of polynomial length. In [1], PSPACE/poly has been alternatively characterized by
polynomial-size quantified Boolean formulae.
Theorem 3.8 ISP = PSPACE/poly
Proof The inclusion ⊆ is proved similarly to Theorem 3.5 by simulation. The size of
the description and the space used is still polynomial. The numbers of steps, however,
may not be polynomial because of possible loops.
⊇: We first show that a function F : Bk → B that is induced by a quantified
Boolean formula φ constructed from variables, the constants t,f, the connectives
¬, ∧ and ∨, and the quantifiers ∃ and ∀ can be computed by an Iφ ∈ I S(A) with
bounded length. To these ends we first distinguish two kinds of variables: the vari-
ables x1, x2, . . . admitting quantification which will be fed by auxiliary registers and
the free variables y1, y2, . . . for which values will be substituted from the input reg-
isters. We thus store the variable xi in register aux:i and the variable yi in register
in:i; the result is computed in register aux:0. We then prove by induction on the
length n of φ that we may assume that Iφ is of the form I ;+aux:0.get; !t; !f for
some I ∈ I S(A) with length(I ) ≤ 7 × n.
If n = 1, then depending on the form of φ either
It = aux:0.set:t;+aux:0.get; !t; !f,
If = aux:0.set:f;+aux:0.get; !t; !f,
Ixi = +aux:i.get;#3;aux:0.set:f;#2;aux:0.set:t;+aux:0.get; !t; !f, or
Iyi = +in:i.get;#3;aux:0.set:f;#2;aux:0.set:t;+aux:0.get; !t; !f
comply. For the induction step we have to distinguish 5 cases. We here consider only
the cases ¬, ∧ and ∀.
If F is induced by ¬φ, we may assume that the function induced by φ can be
computed by the I S(A) instruction sequences Iφ = I ′;+aux:0.get; !t; !f with
length(I ′) ≤ 7 × (n − 1). Then
I¬φ = I ′;+aux:0.get;#3;aux:0.set:t;#2;aux:0.set:f;+aux:0.get; !t; !f
computes F and length(I ) = length(I ′) + 5 ≤ 7 × n.
Suppose that F is induced by φ1 ∧ φ2. By the induction hypothesis we may as-
sume that the functions induced by φ1 and φ2 can be computed by the I S(A) instruc-
tion sequences Iφ1 = I1;+aux:0.get; !t; !f and Iφ2 = I2;+aux:0.get; !t; !f with
length(I1) ≤ 7 × n1 and length(I2) ≤ 7 × n2 where n1 and n2 are the lengths of the
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respective formulae. Then
Iφ = I1;−aux:0.get;#(length(I2) + 1); I2;+aux:0.get; !t; !f
computes F and length(I ) = length(I1) + length(I2) + 2 ≤ 7 × n1 + 7 × n2 + 2 ≤
7 × n.
If F is induced by ∀xiφ′ we assume without restrictions to the general case that xi
does not occur quantified in φ′. Exploiting the fact that φ is logically equivalent with
φ′[xi := t] ∧ φ′[xi := f] we put
I∀xiφ′ = aux:i.set:t; I ′;−aux:0.get;#5;−aux:i.get;#3;aux:i.set:f;\#(length(I ′) + 5);+aux:0.get; !t; !f
where Iφ′ = I ′;+aux:0.get; !t; !f and length(I ′) ≤ 7 × (n − 1). Observe that on
entry xi is set to t and, if φ′[xi := t] is f execution terminates; otherwise xi is set
to f and the result depends on φ′[xi := f]. Thus I∀xiφ′ computes F and length(I ) =
length(I ′) + 7 ≤ 7 × n.
Now suppose that F ∈ PSPACE/poly. Then there exists a polynomial p(k) such
that for all k ∈ N, there exists a quantified Boolean formula φ of length p(k) which
induces Fk . From the above and the fact that linear in the length of φ implies poly-
nomial in k, it follows that F is also in ISP . 
An immediate corollary is
Corollary 3.9 ISlfP = ISP ⇔ P/poly = PSPACE/poly
The satisfiability problem 3SAT is concerned with efficiently finding a satisfying
assignment to a propositional formula. The input is a conjunctive normal form where
each clause is limited to at most 3 literals. The goal is to find an assignment to the
variables that makes the entire expression true, or to prove that no such assignment
exists. This problem is NP-complete [13].
Corollary 3.10 3SAT ∈ ISP
Proof 3SAT ∈ NP ⊆ PSPACE ⊆ PSPACE/poly. 
Finally, the remaining inclusion in Proposition 3.4 is proper.
Theorem 3.11 ISP  ISE
Proof We employ a standard counting argument. There are 22k Boolean functions
F : Bk → B. Under the assumption that in an instruction sequence of length n that
computes a k − ary Boolean function do neither occur instances of aux:i.m,+aux:
i.m,−aux:i.m for i > n or in:i.m,+in:i.m,−in:i.m for i > k (m ∈ M) or jumps
#l,\#l for l ≥ n, there are only 2nO(log(n+k)) syntactically different instruction se-
quences of length n. So for a suitable natural number n with 2k−1
k
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compute all of the Boolean functions with instruction sequences with at most n in-
structions. Now if we let Fk be the first function in a lexicographically ordered list of
all function tables that cannot be computed with n or fewer instructions, then we have
a family F = (Fk)k∈N of Boolean functions that cannot be polynomial bounded. 
4 Conclusion
One of the major goals of complexity theory is to separate complexity classes. We
have investigated the possibility of separating classes with the aid of instruction
sequences, and in particular, studied the contribution backward jumps can provide
within the framework of PGA. There are several directions to continue the exploration
of instruction sequences and services with respect to the question of expressiveness.
We only considered Boolean registers as services. We expect that more powerful
services such as counters or stacks (cf. [3, 8]) define complexity classes that need
more powerful Turing machines. Moreover, general instruction sequences describe
programs that can become inactive. This can be exploited for a systematic investi-
gation of the changes|if any|for instruction sequences and related Turing machines
caused by partiality.
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